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tions. He has written a brass piece on com
mission for Young Audiences, and Robert 
Shaw conducted his Memoria/is in 1958, 
commissioned by the San Diego Symphony 
in memory of Robert Kurka. (See last 
month's Applause.) • 

Kolar composes for all instruments and for 
voices, sometimes writing his own texts. He 

, ~as. ~composed in the serial technique: 
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: "'r'l\phorisms for strings, which was conducted 
py· Da ... niel Lewis. But he considers his style to 
be conservative, "eclectic to Bartok and Pro
kofiev." 
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PART II: COMPOSERS OF ACADEME t 
By Louise Spizizen 

••san Diego is a cultural desert," warned 
my East Coast friends as I prepared to move 
here 10 years ago. 

But how could that be? A quick scan of Eric 
Salzman's Twentieth-Century Music turned 
up almost a half-dozen important American 
composers working in San Diego. Although 
mature in their artistic careers, they were 
mostly a youngish (30's and 40's) group, far 
from thoughts or plans of retirement. 

Why were they here? What was ke2ping 
them alive in the "desert?" 

The history of music demonstrates that, for 
composers, the world has always been a de
sert. Music is not a cash crop. It may have 
been called "the food of love," but never 
"the staff of life." 

Composers have earned their bread in the 
service of the Church, as conductors and 
performers in the homes of the 
aristocracy-many, even now, depend on 
the generosity of individual patrons. And, for 
centuries, composers have taught their craft 
and, indirectly, their inspiration to students. 

In the early 1950's, a survey of the world's 
composers showed that, of all of them, only 
Igor Stravinsky was able to live entirely on 
earnings from his compositions, without 
teaching. 

At that time, composers everywhere con
tinued on the intensive exploration (begun 
before World War II) of electronics and other 
new musical paths, leading them into com
pOsitions which were unsuitable for perfor
mance by most profess1onal orchestras
compositions which only a composer could 
love. 

But music begins its existence as an audit
ory experience so, of course, these compos
ers wanted to have their work performed. 
With professional orchestras out of the ques
tion for many reasons, composers turned to 
the next best source: the great numbers of 
preprofessional music students and faculty 
performers in the colleges and universities. 

In an academic environment a composer 
could ideally expect sympathetic perfor
mances (free of cost) of his works, and he 
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could be assured of earning a living. 
By the 60's. then, the composer's desert 

would had developed many oases, and San 
Diego is one of the most fertile. The institu
tions forming the wellsprings here are the 
University of San Diego, San Diego State 
University, and the University of California at · 
San Diego. 

Of the 10 composer-nomads here being 
considered, Robert Austin is the only one 
who grew up in this area. He earned his B.A. 
from San Diego State in 1943, majoring in 
voice. Composition was not being taught at 
State in those days, but Austin was already 

. composing: his Alma Mater song is still being 
sung on the campus. 

"My life has gone in phases," says Austin. 
"First I concentrated on performing (in New 
York, after college}, then on teaching, and 
since 1970 it's composing." 
· Austin returned to San Diego in the late 

60's, just in time to write a musical for the 
city's bi-centennial. His song "San Diego" 
has been recorded by Dick Braun's Harle
quin Records, and Austin is understandably 
puzzled that the City Council periodically 
complains that the city has no official song. 

At the University of San Diego, Austin di
rects the opera workshop and teaches voice. 
Although his compositions ·are always vocal 
and often theatrical, ("Stylistically," he says, 
"I'm something of a throwback."), he has 
never performed his own music with the USD 
singers. 

Unlike Austin, his colleague Henry Kolar 
often composes for the particular use of USD 
campus groups. Dr. Kolar has been teaching 
music in San Diego longer than any other 
composer, having come to USD part-time in 
1955. He has been full-time since 1970. 

Kolar. as is true for many of the professor
composers, gets no "release time" from his 
institution for composition, rehearsal, or 
practice. (He is a violinist.) "I'm a midnight-oil 
composer," he says ruefully. Nevertheless, 
his output has been substantial, recognized 
by some important conductors and organiza-

Despite the fact that USD has had a faculty 
composer since 1955, the school's first com
position major will enter this fall. Kolar is 
looking forward to working with him. 

When Austin attended SDSU in the 40's, 
there were only four faculty members in the 

music department. Now the department has 
400 music majors and a faculty of more than 
50. However, only two are composers, and 
they are easily able to handle the four or five 
undergraduate composition majors and the 
two or three master's degree candidates on a 
one-to-one basis. 

David Ward-Steinman came to San Diego 
State in 1961, one year before Merle Hogg. 
He has been composing since he was five or 
six years old, and, like many composers, he 
. had a musical parent. His mother taught him 
piano and improvisation at home in Alexan-
dria, Louisiana. . 

In his 42 years he ·has . amassed a most 
impressive series of prizes, degree-s, commis
sions, and performances. Hi~ publications are 
numerous, and he is an active perf01mer as 
well as composer. He discounts the attention 
his work received while he was in high school 
as being "out of all proportion to its merit." 
But the reviews of recent works played by the 
Chicago Symphony, among others, testi f-y 
that his music speaks eloquently to audi
ences, players, and critiCs. 

He is currently interested in what he calls 
"fortified piano"; music using sounds gener
ated for tape, synthesizer, and small ensem
bles: and has just completed an opera. 
Tamar, based on a poem· by Robinson Jef
fers. 

VJard-Steinman has been active in shaping 
the music curricu!um at SDSU, and finds the 
unive sity "a good situation." I have lots of 
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freedom and autonomy," he says. "Free
dom" doesn't mean "free time." however. "I 
do most of my composing," he explains, 
"during the summer, or on weekends and a{ 
night during the school year." 

And he feels that the opportunities at State 
for performances of his works are poor. Ex
cept for Chuck Yates' wind ensemble or Jack 
Logan's brass groups, the school orchestras 
and choruses stick to a more conservative 
repertoire. 

His colleague, Merle Hogg (pronounced 
Hoag), says, "I long for more free time for 
composing." Besides his professorship . at 

· State, Hogg is a trombonist with the San 
Diego Symphony. 

With almost all his hours precommitted, it is 
not surprising that Hogg usually composes in 
response to a commission or a performance 
necessity. And ther~ have been a lot of these, 
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The lute Harry Partch with instruments he created: 
a uigorous ghost. 

for Hogg is dedicated to teaching, and in
structs not only in trombone but also tuba and 
euphonium, instruments which do not have 
enough literature. 

Teaching pieces have been a great part of 
his output, but his idiomatic writing for brass 
has also brought him a commission from the 
Cleveland Orchestra. This was frustrating 
work, Hogg recalls. "They asked me to write 
five short pieces for brass which would be 
used between portions of a television broad
cast about the orchestra. But when they did 
the broadcast, they only used one of my Five 
Interludes for Symphonic Brass. The other 
four spots were used for commercials. ~ · 

Both Hogg and Ward-Steinman studied in 
France with the venerable mentor to the 
world's composers, Nadia Boulanger. And 
both had significantly positive experiences · 
with early musical training. Hogg grew up in a 
small Kansas town of 2000 which, remark
abi.Y, had three full-time school music 
teachers giving instruction in harmony as well 
as various instruments. 

Ward-Steinman's musical mother was repli
cated in the lives of UCSD composers Robert 
Erickson and Pauline Oliveros. 

Erickson learned piano fTom his mother 
and also studied flute and violin. " Every 
composer should be a performer," he feels. 
This is far from a superficial statement; 
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Erickson's compositions reflect his continual 
investigation of all the sonic and technical 
possibilities of instruments. In his cl'ass on 
timbres at UCSD. one can have the dizzying 
experience of hearing and seeing a flute and 
doublebass being played, producing sounds 
so identical one cannot tell which instrument 
is making which sound. He has written a book 
on this subject, Sound Structures in Music. 

When Erickson decides to write for an in
strument which he does not play, he makes a 
collaborative effort with a performer, con
sulting as he composes. He is just now finish
ing a piece for harp (which he doesn't play) 
and small ensemble. "I have always avoided 
writing for harp," he confides. "It's like doing 
your income tax! I think it's a bad cop-out for 

a composer to write something without un
derstanding the instrument, and then say, 
'Oh, well, let the performer work it out.' " 

Erickson, who was already an important 
American composer before he came to the 
new UCSD campus in the late 60's, does get 
"release time'~ for composing from the uni
versity. But the student composers who work 
with him privately get many more hours than 
he is technically obliged to spend. "Still," 
says Erickson, "it (the university) is the only 
game in town-I like to teach." 

Not only Pauline Oliveros' mother, but also 
her grandmother were pianists. Her mother is 
still actively teaching in Houston, and was 
recently named Teacher of the Year. As she 
grew up, Oliveros learned to play piano, vio
lin, accordion, tuba. and French hom. 

She didn't compose music early because 
she "was only hearing things." She found 
that composition teachers at the University of 
Houston were forcing her to "model after-the 
'Masters' instead of training the creative im
pulse." 

She therefore left Houston, and struggled 
for many years to learn how to notate and 

San Diego State's Merle Hogg (I} and David 
Ward-Steinman: students of Nadia Boulanger. 
22 . 
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(Clockwise from top left} Bernard Rands, Robert 
Erickson, Pauline Oliveros, Wilbur Ogdon, and 
Roger Reynolds of UCSD. 

structure the "things I was hearing." Oliveros 
met Robert Erickson in San Francisco in 
1953, and studied with him for five years, 
supporting herself by copying music and 
playing accordion and hom. After a brief stint 
at Mills College, she came to the music de
partment at UCSD in 1967. 

Pauline Oliveros is known for her work 
with voices, exploring the many sound pos
sibilities in nature and with electronic altera
tion. She is also deeply involved in meditation 
activities of all kinds. Her most recent com
positions are elaborate ritual pieces which use 
theatrical as well as musical elements. These 
pieces defy notation and are therefore not in 
print. Oliveros therefore travels to oversee, 
direct and choreograph the many perfor
mances of these works. 

She tries to balance her work life, but finds 
that "the institution (UCSD) draws a lot of 
energy from me-l must draw the line." But 
not at the expense of students who, she says, 
"must be given space and support" 
Three other established composers are 
working at UCSD, and the presence of five 
such musicians, plus the doctoral program 
offered, makes that campus a center for new 
music, attracting 35-40 composition majors 
each year. Professional and student compos
ers are also drawn by the performance op
portunities afforded by three resident ensem
bles devoted to performing new works, and 
an upper-division course in new music per
formance. 

Bernard Rands, a British~bom composer 
who is now chairman of the music depart-

ment, is the founder and conductor of one of 
the ensembles, SONOR. 

Rands had two musical parents: his father 
played piano and flute, and his mother sang. 
All his uncles, miners near their homes in 
Sheffield, played brass instruments, their 
wind miraculously unaffected by black lung 
disease. Young Bernard spent most of his 
out-of-school hours, from age 12 until he 
entered the University of Wales, as an unin
vited listener at Sir John Barbirolli' s rehear
sals with the Halle Orchestra. 

His career as a composer has been widely 
enhanced by his connections with academic 
life, and this is true for most of the composers 
under discussion. As many of his colleagues 
have done (most notably Ward-Steininan, 
Erickson, Oliveros, and Roger Reynolds), 
Rands has received fellowships from univer
sities all over the world. These grants usually 
support a residency of a year or more, ena
bling the visiting composer to establish con
tact with local musicians. And often these 
contacts result in commissions for works to· be 
performed in far-flung places for festival oc
casions or for the use of i1 particular pGr-

To Page 24 
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Composers (from 22) 

former. (Rand is currently completing a string 
quartet which will be premiered in London 
next spring, and is working on an opera in 
collaboration with Anthony Burgess of A 
Clockwork . Orange. The unfinished opera 
has already had bids for performance from 
three parts of the world.) 

Rands' works are so frequently played 
(upwards of 150 performances a year), that 
he might consider living on royalties and 
commissions, without a faculty post. "But," 
he says, "I like contact with other musicians 
and with new music." 

Next year Rand will go on leave (the opera 
will be completed then) and Roger Reynolds 
will be chairman of the UCSD music depart
ment. Reynolds took a Bachelor of Science 
degree in engineering at the University of 
Michigan in 195 7 before deciding he really 
wanted to be a musician. His many 
fellowships-Fulbright, Guggenheim, and 
Rockefeller~nabled him to study and work 
for four years in Europe and three in Japan. 
He also received a remarkable grant from the 
Institute of Current World Affairs. This award 
was open-ended, gave the recipient his 
choice of living wherever in the world he 
wished to work, and obliged him only to send 
a monthly newsletter reporting on his ac
tivities. 

Reynolds joined the UCSD faculty in 1969, 
shortly after his return from Japan, and he 
established the Center for Musical Experi
ment on the campus in 1971. At that time, he 
was concerned with experimental vocal and 
instrumental techniques and tape sounds, 
and often used these resources in composing 
"theatre" pieces-pieces in which visual 
elements of all kinds are vital components of 
the work. 

"Now, however," he says, "my instru
mental works are more accessible. I'm asking 
players to do things they' re accustomed to." 
Such will be the case with a commission he is 
finishing for Peter Serkin's Tashi ensemble, to 
be premiered at the Library of Congress in 
1979. 

Reynolds is also very interested in the spa
tial possibilities of quadraphonic tape as a 
medium he calls "VOICESPACE." Two 
major compositions are completed in this 
series, using texts by Coleridge and Beckett. 
"Computers," he says, "are the key to using 
space in the most controlled manner." And 
so he is trying to establish a computer system 
at UCSD since the nearest available one is at 
Stanford. 

Rrst chairman of music at UCSD was com
poser Wilbur Ogdon. He arrived in San Diego 
in 1966, after an eight-year tenure at the 
University of Illinois. Ogdon has been in
terested in new vocal and theatrical compo
nents of composition and is also completing 
an opera, Sappho, based on the novel by 
Lawrence Durrell. His theatre piece, Tom
beau de Jean Coct.eau reflects, in part, a Ful
bright year in Paris. 

Ogdon feels a very close kinship with his 
teachers, Ernest Krenek and Roger Sess!ons, 
and is a conscious descendant of Schoenberg 

and Webern, in whose Vienna he is currently 
spending a sabbatical leave. 
A very vigorous ghost-the spirit of Harry 
Partch-is last in our survey of composers in 
the universities. Until his death in 1974. 
Partch's whole life was a struggle for freedom 
from institutions of all kinds. He was mostly 
self-taught in music, formally educated only 
through high school. As a composer, he re
fused to teach, and floated briefly through 
many universities, content to stay if they sup
ported his composition, always leaving when 
the inevitable request was made that he take 
on students. 
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Henry Kolar (top} and Robert Austin of USD. 

His rejection of musical institutions led him 
to evolve his unique microtonal tuning sys
tem and to invent and build the fanciful in
struments capable of playing his music. 

Partch's devoted disciple is Danlee Mitch
ell, percussionist and associate professor at 
SDSU. Mitchell assisted Partch in preparing 
performances of his works and, as custodian 
of all the instruments and scores since 
Partch's death, he is involved in producing 
performances of this very theatrical music all 
over the country. San Diego Ballet will be 
presenting choreography to Partch' s Daphne 
of the Dunes in May. Meanwhile, Mitchell is 
working to raise funds for maintenance and 
transport of the instruments; their physical 
presence on stage is always one of the de
lights of a Partch performance. 

Clearly, the only thing "academic" about 
all these composers associated v.Ti th institu
tions, is the institutions themselves. Most are 
considered to be in the avant-garde of music; 
few are allied with the more conservative 
20th century trends. And although they teach 
in schools, these composers do not them
selves form a particular "school" of composi
tion. 

They do have two qualities in common, 
qualities Bernard Rands looks for in his stu
dents: He says, ~· composeri need the ability 
to work hard. And then they must have an 
anger or a dream about what they want to 
do." 

That. and a flask of '.IJater, v.Ti!l keep you 
alive in the desert. -t:r 
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Music from (Aleatory' to (Zoo' 

The Nonpareils of 
Pauline Oliveros 

by P. Gregory Springer 

F ROM THE DIARY OF Paul
ine Ol iveros: "June 19, 1973. 

On the road to Canada ... Lin 
and I camped in the Canadian 
Rockies. We recorded a river for 
Anna Lockwood's river archive. It 
seemed to wash away all our years' 
troubles. Natural sound is healing 
sound, especially with the techno
logical drones vanished to a very 
distant background. I guess there is 
nowhere left on earth that is free of 
technological noise ." 

Pauline Oli veros has collected 
sounds since she was 16, at which 
time she began to rebel against the 
formal studies in her Houston high 
school. She has since gone on to 
collect thoughts, meditations and 
ideas, and to put them into a for
midable body of New Music. 'W'hen 
we met (at the sugges(ion of a 
mutual acquaintance), I asked her 
the musical question regarding her 
frequent reliance on aleatory 
(chance) methods-of indetermin
ancy as it is called by contemporary 
composers. 

"Chance isn't that loose," she af
firms without hesitation. "Consi
der your own existence. Do you 
realize that you are the product of a 
chance combinan o n o f an egg and 
one of millions of sperm!" 

At that point I was contemplat- · 
ing the rather s ymt:~etrical condi
tion of my phys ica.l being as op
posed to the chaotic state of my 
pre-planned questions, but Oliver
os's incorporation of the immediate 
elements into her astute and lyrical 
philosophy soon drew tranquilit y 
to the next ho ur of our cnnversa
tion. The music of the spheres 
c;~ems to reside in the vicinity of 
Pauline Oliveros, awaiting her 
summons. 

Oliveros h:1s heen caiied the 
"most re ordcd of all vmmen com
posers." Her his tory traces through 

! studie<; at the U mvcrsity of Hnus
'1 ton to San Francisco, where she 

. helped initidate
1 
Sonics (a center for 

concr te n etecrromc ruusiC), and 
she later was important in the 
beginnings of the San Francisco 
Tape Music Center at \iills College 
in Oak~and. Her electronic com
positions have been performed 
throughout the United States and 
Europe . 

But beginning about 1970. Oli
veros beg:m to combine her elec
tronic work with her interest in 
meditation practices, and a com
missioneJ piece for Illinois W es
leyan University, "Meditation on 
the points of t he Compass," ut il
ized a large chorus and the au-

. dien ce as well to create a ''mandala 
piece,., marking the final phase of 
her association w1c h electron ic 
music. 
· From 1971 o n, Oh·e-ro-; hns de
vel oped Sonic \! e:l it~ t :on ~, f0:JS!C 

invol vmg effecrs Jnd ~---unds that 
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electronics. "It isn't that my in
terest in electronic music has dim
inished," she says, "But it is no lon
ger a field whereby I can find new 
sounds that please or compel me." 

Oliveros's house was constructed 
in the early part of the century and 
may have served as a monastery for 
a time. It is constructed entia!ly of 
redwood and surrounded by a gar
den. The home is a retreat for both 
her and an associate artist, Linda 
Montano, whose medium is video. 

The University of California San 
Diego, where Pauline is an 
associate professor and director of 
the Center for Music Experiment, 
is splattered among pines and 
shrubbery on hills overlooking the 
surfers of the Pacific . Although we 
had m ade plans to meet on the 
campus, my chance meanderings to 
this destination led me through 
misgiven directions, belligerent bus 
drivers on the verge of a strike, a 
tour of the San Diego tattoo parlors 
and sailor hangouts, and the fa
mous zoo, where hummingbirds 
whizzed through my hair and 
elephants trumpeted at tourists. 
Oliveros later commented on her 
interest in just such "zoo music." 

I was standing by the side of r::he 
highway waiting for one of those 
tenuous buses. The schedule indi
cated that the wait would be more 
than half an hour anyway, so I 
took out the tape recorder from my 
shopping b3g and plunked in one 
of Oliveros's composition/perfor
mances, "l of IV." It was still early 
morning (l always prepare for the ~ 
inevitable cartographic m is under
standings in unknown terrain) -and 
the sounds of the city traffic far 
overpowered thac of · the ocean. 
The tape be~an scftiy , inaudibly 
from the pocket reco rder, hum
ming, tinkling, whining and redup
licating tone in various s acks of 
sound. The effec t was neither grat
ing nor obtrusive but, on the con 
trary, complemented the city noise 
and rising heat of the day. 

People passed, probably unaware 
that a riff of elec tronic music had 
just entered their subco nscious. By 
the tirr.e the bus arrived, the mun
dane motions of city ritual had suc
cumbed to Oliveros's eiecuic 
chant. Routine had melted into the 
demands of a humanistically gener
ated sound. I felt as if I had beaten 
the autom <': tf'd 9-w-5 at its own 
garr,e. 

Pau Jine assu mes this pmver of 
sound. What is Tibetan chant ing 
but just that, a key to the source of 
life's thrust? On a small knob of 
grass outside her university office, 
we b::-gan our discussion, curiously, · 
with the topic of rock mus ic. Oli
veros had once de!tvered a lecture 
in San Fra nc isco entitled, "Rock 
and Roll as Electronic Music," 
altho ugh she today admits to no 
kn ;::ll.':ledge of Eno o r Kr<lftwerk. 

"Mayhe one of the most inter-
- - - __ . I · 1 I ' t H · 
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that people begin to have a sense of 
participation. lc was hard to just 
listen to this music; you had to 
move. That made for an interesting 
change in audience relationships
not just going in and sitting down 
and being done to." 

Where does the audience end? 
That's the question a passive con
sumer society must face, and one 
that Oliveros explores directly in 
her work. Her "Sonic Meditations" 
are subtitled "for Everybody." 

"Also interesting is the idea of 
liberation movements," she con
tinues, "where there is the demand 
for equality and interaction. I am 
very much involved in that, as you 
can tell from some of the things you 
might have read. What I'v done in 
the last 10 years is more or less 
devoted to having all levels of par
ticipation. I've made works for peo
ple with no training , and I have 
work where highiy skilled people 
and unskilled people c:m partici
pate, but where no one ev~n has to. 
In some cases, you don't have to 
have the passive relationship of sit
ting and listening, but can actively 
join in." 

She has commented on listening 
as a new art. "Cultivated listeners 
are as hard to 'train as others . They 
are specialized musical pack r ats." 

Wedged in between the electron
ic beginnings and the meditat ive 
present, there lies a bodv of 
theatrical compositions. In 1977, 
her "Bonn Fier" composition was 
performed in Germany to the per
plexity of most of the citizens of 
Bonn. Without a centralized core 
to the piece, some of it consisted in 
supplying fake moustaches to all 
the women of the city to wear . 
Children were encouraged to paint 
over the city's manholes. Spon
taneous performance troups ap
peared about town with bits of 
theatre. Oliveros, who remained 
unaware of the :.ites of these 
musical zaps, nevertheless aiways 
seemed to be within throwing dis
tance whenever one would begin, 
to her own surprise. Ideally, she 
concluded, such a composi
tion/performance should be al
lowed to last a year o r longer, grad
ually allowing a celehratory nooon 
to seep into the minds of the pop
ulace. That way, the world as mu
sic begins. 

There is an element of mischiev
ousness to all of this . On the most 
recent aibum featuring c.n Oli eros 
composition,· "New Music for Elec
tronic and Recorded ,.t1edia'' (Arc h 
Records , 1750 A:-ch Street, Berke
ley. CA 94709), there is a photo of 
a moustachioed m ale graduate stu
dent signed "Bes t Wishes, Pauline 
Oliveros , 1976!" She laugh s when I 
questio n her about it. 

"That is a part of an ongoing 
theatre piece called '1l1e Theatre of 
Substitution.' I get different people 
to be me for a certain amount of 
time. It relieves me from the bur
den of being myself." It ::dso throws 
an unusual light upon the album at 
first glance. Because of the photo 
and the lack of any overt feminist 
announcement in the p ackaging, I 
had listened to (and enjoyed 
thoroughly) the album for sever2l 
months as a compilation o f modern 
electronic music before I realized 
that every piece had been com
posed by a woman. I felt ashamed 
wr.en the discovery was made and 
a new sex-linked category could be 
foisted upon critical evaluation. 
Such a notion is certainly un
necessary to the album's listenabili
ty.lt is just music. Rich music. 

"'V:h y haven't there been more 
women composers ?" was the ques
tion posed by High Fid.~ky in 
February i 973, and the magazme 
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allowed two ''authorit ies " to debate 
the issue. One of the two wo men 
argued tliat women lack the crea
tive impulse , always ha ve and 

·always wdl; the other, a psychol
ogist, blamed circumstance. Some
where in that article, Oliveros 's 
work was ment io ned, but her own 
response came in Numu.s Wes c la ter 
that same year v. hen she publ ished 
a piece entitled, "Why do men con
tinue to ask stupid questions." 

"Tne Patchwork Girl of Oz, be
sides having golde n ears, was also a 
spontaneous muse. Kizzle-Kaz: le
Kore, the wolf is at the doer. 
There's nothing to eat but a bone 
with ou t meat, and a bill from the 
grocery store." A patchwork collec
tion of anecdote, survey, interview 
and diary, the article was a com
posite piece of poetry and humor, a 
Zen master boot to the butts of her 
stale battling contemporaries. 

"What is your favorite sound ?" 
she has asked, and compiled the 
answers. Wind chimes, babies nurs
ing, Swiss cowbells in the Alps, 
voices, birds, hmmm, the bath
room door, basketball swish and 
"that!" were some of the answers 
she got. "Grating, cracking and 
grinding," answered a poet. Her 
own favorit e is "The memory of un
differentiated masses of sound 
before my auditory perception was 
highly developed." 

In another published poll she 
asks: "What is the most silent 
period you have ever experienced?" 
Answers: "Anesthesia. Sodium 
pentothal from an operation ... 
the sounds just dissolved." "The 
time when giving birth, the final 
push seems like it's taking hours. " 
"An anechoic chamber in the De
partment of Speech Pathology. 
That was real silence, and I d idn't 
like it." "Silence is not a matter of 
what one hears but what one com
municates. I went without speaking 
for a week." Oliveros says, "For me, 
it has been the long moment before 
an accident or an embarrassment. 
The mind switches and there is no 
input. Another is daydreaming 
when all sensory input is shut 
down, unless, of course, it's a noisy 
daydream." 

One of Oliveros's compositions, 
"To Valerie Solanas and Marilyu 
Monroe in Recognition of Their 
Desperati m" (1 970), was per
fu rm cJ for the fifth Women's 
Mu sic Festival at the Univesi tv of 
lll ino1s b st June. In it, an orche~tra 
plays acco rding to cues given by 
l1~ht i ng . Su~taincd notes held by 
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unspeofied instruments and voices 
change over a period of 25 to 50 
minutes. Certain notes are written 
to predominate in certain seg
ments, but much of the piece is 
created even as it is bei ng played. 

''My earl ies t work is very difficult 
to lea rn. The work that I've done 
since the Valerie Solanas / Marilyn 
Monroe piece technically is not 
very difficult, but it is difficult in 
the way people have to relate to 
eac h other. One of the things 
about the piece is that it h as got to 
do with feminist ideals. All of the 
instrumentalists have equal roles. 
There is no h ierarchy in it, and 
that 's difficult for people to realize. 
Simply, it puts them in a different 
atmosphere than they are used to 
playing in, so they have to deal 
with the technical problem of en: 
semble rather than the technical 
problems of instruments. That is 
more interesting to me than wheth
er or not someone can play a mil
lion notes a minute or whatever." 

For a while, Oliveros made her 
own instruments . Whereas a friend 
of hers, the late Harry Partch, built 
instruments like the Chromelo
deon, Surrogate Kithara and Blo
boy because the music he wrote 
demanded so~nds previousl y un
heard, Oiiveros went about making 
sound instruments in the same ex
perimental method in which she 
composed. "I didn't go into instru
ment making like Harry did, but I 
was interested in it. I made a few in
struments in the '60s, but I was 
more involved with found objects, 
things that I could use as in
struments. I think that to make a 
good instrument demands a great 
deal ·of skill and know-how, and 
although you can fool around with 
it, unless you devote yourself to it, 
you're not likely to come up with 
anything very good. It is very hard 
to get a good sound, to make a 
good sound. In Harry 's case, he 
had no choice. He had to do that 
in order to do what he wanted to 
do. I'm for composing instruments 
as well as composing music, be
cause that 's the way things have to 
change, but I myself didn 't want to 

be drawn to instrument-making in
stead of making music ." One of the 
instruments Oliveros did create 
was found in the junkyard , some 
bronze rods and telephone. dial 
changers that were easy to clarr.p to 
beams of the piano, then bent, 
struck and sounded. 

Two of the compositions on the 
aforementioned album are by Oli-

veros and her friend Anna Lock
wood. Lockwood, who collects 
tapes of rivers and loans them out 
to friends (what would it be like to 
listen to the Nile some August 
night under a hot Ari:ona moon?) , 
also has created a piano cemetery 
by sinking an ivory upright piano 
in a Texas clay-bottom lake. Lock
wood has taught at Hunter College 
in New York City for the past five 
or six years by way of New Zealand 
and England, but on the album, 
her "World Rhythms" (1975) relays 
the environmental sounds of pul
sars, earthquakes, volcanic activity, 
geysers, mud pools, rivers, peepers, 
fire, crows, a storm on a lake, 
waves lapping on a lake shore, and 
human breathing-through 10 
channels, singly and in combina
tion, with a gong accompanying. 
That sounds noisy, but it is just the 
opposite, creating technological 
distance. When I played it for a 
friend (without her knowledge), it 
took her several minutes to ask 
with astonishment, "Where did 
that music come from ?" 
· Oliveros's "Bye Bye Butterfly." 
done in 1965, concern::; more her 
electronic tape performances than 
her recent meditation work. Im
provised in composition , the piece 
"symbolically bids farewell not only 
to the music of the 19th century 
but also to the system of polite 

' morality of that age and its anen
dant institutionalized oppression of 
the female sex." The title refers to 
Madame Butterfly, an opera on 
hand at the time of the studio re
cording and which was incorporat 
ed into the final sound mix. 

"Women were excluded in the 
past because composing is telling 
others what to do," Oliveros has 
said. Nevertheless, as Oliveros con
cluded our brief but enl ightening 
talk in the San Dieg9 sunshine, it 
seemed to me that much of the 
strength of her, Lockwood's, and 
others' work grows from attuned 
receptivity to the rhythms around 
them. A strange vacuum device 
pushed by the university 's lawn 
custodian noisily interrupted my 
attempt to ask Oliveros about local 
performances. "There's quite a per
formance going on here right now," 
she said. The New York Times ' 
music critic, after viewing a per
formance of the meditation piece, 
"Rose Mountain," wrote, "There is 
a point at which music , conscious
ness, sound and religion are One. 
Pauline Oliveros seems to have 
found it." • 
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An interview with UCSD's avant-garde 
composer Pauline Oliveros 

All . Sounds Are Music 
". . . It is the capacity to appreciate 

and integrate into her music all the sounds of life 
which sets Oliveros apart and gives 

her work its universality ... " 

This is the second of a series on members of 
the UCSD faculty, who, although relatively 
unknown in San Diego, possess national 
reputations as authoritative and talented 
proponents of the avant-garde. Composer 
Pauline Oliveros is considered one of the 
leaders in the field of modern experimental 
music, still somewhat controversial. but very 
much admired for her powerful musical 
"ceremonies." which have broken through 
to new levels of interaction possible between 
audi~nce and musicians, explored the roots 
of sound itself and stretched the definition of 
what music is to the mysterious realm of al
tered perception·. 

71ze. Introduction 
Pauline Oliveros, distingbished modern 
composer on the UCSD faculty, had ex
pressed a wish to conduct the interv!ew ,,~. 

side, and so, dressed in blue jeans, an ivy
league shirt and a black rose-printed vest , 
she was sitting in the sun on a little grassy 
hill near the university's Mandeville Center. 

Composer of at least 100 avant-garde 
works of music designed to change the way 
people listen, it was not surprising to ob.serve 
Pauline appreCiating the musical potential of 
a little red lawnmower which blasted unbe- · 
comingly into sound nearby ... It's making a 

by Zenia Cleigh 

ceremony for us," she said, as the operator 
began to weave circles with the machine 
around an adjacent grassy knoll. 

It is this capacity to appreciate and inte
grate into her music the sounds of life which 
both sets Oliveros apart from other compos
ers, and gives her work its universality. She 
belongs to that genre of neo-shamans who 
strike such a persistent chord in the contem
porary avant-garde, artists who are not con
tent to stay within established limits of their 
craft-letting the work simply be what it 
is-but instead insist on using their creations 
as magnets for drawing people into processes 
of personal growth. 

Oliveros is a mistress of the secular cere
mony, in which visual, theatrical and musi
cal elements all take equal weight, and long, 
slow, meditative feelings in sound predomi
nate . Leave your desire to be passively enter
tained behind when you · attend an Oliveros 
<! .... ~~ert. (She is giving a perfarmance of 
"So11.;; Mcdita~," July 6 at 7:30 pm at 
The Michael Stami •. ~:.!.e.I]' · • Hillcrest.) 
Her aim is not necessarily to delight, trc to 

involve you . Forget about themes, exposi
tions, recapilulutions and other western mus
ical concepts. A stereotype breaker, 
Oliveros' goal is to present new sound which 
could both alter your attention process and 
instruct you . 

Pauline is a bit like a tribal magician, call
ing the various elements of life together for a 
ceremonial restructuring. She reminds one of 
an Indian wise woman, walking softly on the 
earth with a reverence for all things. 

The first thing one notices about Oliveros 
is her beautiful low voice, full of music, and 
her sense of composure. She listens care
fully, watches attentively, speaks thought
fully, moves fluidly. Her awareness seems 
vastly open to all people and her mind will 
register the faintest whistle from a passing 
student, or calm itself to absorb noise from a 
passing jet. { .. Don't try to block out jet 
noise. It just makes you tense.") 

When the seven avant-garde contributors 
to the. New York-based New Wilderness 
Foundation Printed Editions catalog were 
asked to submit a photo strip taken in a dime 
store machine for the publication, Oliveros, 
tellingly. was the only one who presented the 
same: face in all four frames. ''I try to present 
myself directly," she says. "I'm not trying 
to express a passing mood .. but whatever I 
~ -trying to let that come through. I don't 
see .m, ~ason to manioulat~ <i'IVsP ii ' f..,.,..~~,.,.,... 

machine Ot ~vthing 1..~ ...... The glasses 1 'm 
wearing I've haa . · 14 years. I just had 
my eyes checked and l:'m 3"::ti.ing new read
ing ana distance glasses and I'm going to 
use the same frames. Also, if I see a piece 
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" ... I'm not interested in that type of music which aims to entertain 
the aristocracy. I'm interested in music which sets processes in 

motion for spiritual connections between people ... " 

of clothing I like, I'll usually buy three of 
the same thing. You could say I'm ~ather 
conservative." 

Oliveros fasts every Monday for health; 
sometimes only has juice for lunch. She is 
vice-president and treasurer of the Institute 
for the Study of Awareness in Solana Beach, 
and has done research with the organiza
tion's president, Dr. Lester Ingber, for seven 
years on the process of attention. She also 
has won a brown belt in Shotokan-style ka
rate and just failed the test for the black. She 
does karate and yoga for 45 minutes every 
morning, and was instrumental in bringing 
the Gyalwa Karmapa, head of the Kagyupa 
lineage of Tibetan Buddhist teachers, to 
UCSD in March 1977, an indication of her 

interest in world cultures and expanded 
fonns of awareness. 

Born in Houston, Texas, on May 30, 
1932, Oliveros knew she wanted to be a 
composer at the age of 16 when she ''started 
hearing things." She studied at the Univer
sity of Houston, later graduated from San 
Francisco State in 1957, and became director 
of the Mills College Tape Center in Oakland. 
Oliveros moved to UCSD 12 years ago 
where she now heads the Center for Music 
Experiment, and has impressed her peers 
with the ability to continue to innovate and 
grow. 

She is the internationally recognized recip
ient of numerous awards and commissions 
and at least three times a quarter leaves 

UCSD where she is a fuil professor to per
form or lecture in major American cities. She 
calls herself a ''fool'' professor since she 
only has an A.B. in music, and stopped work 
on a master's degree when it interfered with 
her composition. 

Oliveros was granted a Guggenheim Fel
lowship for composition in 1973-74 among 
other honors, and took · first prize for 
''Stadtrnusik'' in the city of Bonn's 1977 
Beethoven Festival for her piece entitled 
"Bonn Fire." The work was updated from a 
composition called "Link" she originally 
composed in 1971 for Palomar College, and 
fit neatly into the competition guidelines: use 
of outdoor spaces in the city, use of various 

colltinued on page 222 
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musical performing groups. street painting, 
theatrical action, and electronic equipment. 

.. Actually. I was making a giant collage 
using prefabricated materials like barbershop 
quartets," Oliveros said, · ·or an ordinary 
musical, dance or dramatic group of any 
kind . But what I was doing was shifting them 
out of context so they were performing in 
places that were unusual and unexpected . l 
was interested in a casual audience, a chance 
audience, an audience that just happened to 
be there, so there was always a process of 
discovery , so people just happened to be 
there and saw something and noticed it was 
unusual. 

·'In 'Link' at Palomar I had a barbershop 
quartet show up in the men's room, sing and 
then leave. In 'Bonn Fire,' dance groups 
began their performances seated at one of the 
outdoor cafes in the city, all sitting at differ
ent tables as ordinary customers. They or
dered a coffee or whatever and performed 
their movements very consciously and 
slowly, raising their cups to their lips and 
taking two minutes to do it, then making a 
conscious transition to slow dance, getting 
up from the table so that slowly the cafe was 
transformed into a dance drama. This was 
designed to happen to ordinary people , and 

one of them turned out to be me . I just hap
pened to be there at the time of that particular 
performance, but I never knew where any
thing was going to take place . " 

··Bonn Fire'' also involved such activities 
as selling fake mustaches to women only and 
giving them away for free if the women 
would don the disguises on the spot. Senior 
citizens were placed in store windows paint
ing picture.s ( ' 'The Germans , you know, that 
drives them crazy to see something at all dif
ferent' ' ), and one group of musicians re
hearsed a piece and gave a silent concert, 
which looked as though they were playing, 
although no music emerged . 

"The point," Oliveros said, "was to alter 
perception. Usually you go about your busi
ness in the city, but there are always very 
strange and interesting things happening all 
around you. We try to pick up on them on the 
obvious level, sometimes on the subliminal 
level, and I was trying to play on that.'' 

All of this demonstrates Oliveros' main 
theme: "Listen to everything all the time. 
Look at everything all the time . Be aware of 
as much as possible, and educate others to 
that possibility." 

Oliveros' latest work, "£/ Relicario de los 
Animales." performed in May at UCSD, con
tained other examples of her penchant for 
blurring roles, disorienting audiences, break
ing stereotypes, using natural sounds, and 
still managing to come up with passionately 
alive , sometimes very harmonious music 
with a deep element of human interaction 
which eludes the over-cerebralization of 
many avant-garde musical contemporanes. 

In this work the musicians, seated in a 
mandala formation, entered one by one and 
began playing interpretations of a tiger 's 
noises the minute they sat down. A violin 
shrieked into a jagged cry, a flute took up the 
call and a trumpet responded in turn as did 
the other instruments--clarinet, saxophone, 
cello, trombone, percussion, bass-while 
soprano Carol Plantamura turned slowly on a 
heap of red dirt in the center of the musicians 
and sang the word earth in four different lan
guages. The French word ·'terre'' was for 
the tiger evocation; the German · 'erde'' for 
the owl; the Cherokee word "ehlohi" for the 
wolf; and the Spanish ·'tierra'' for the parrot. 
At one point in the jungle of calls the percus
sionists calmly began to rustle large palm 
fronds which lay beside their seats when the 
performance began. The effect was compel
ling and outrageous. 

Confronted with the apparent absurdity of 
using a palm frond as a musical instrument , 
Oliveros just laughs . After all, a palm tree 
shakes its fronds outside her Leucadia house 
all day. Everything is music after all . And 
she has been known to say: ''You've always 
got to have a few people around rocking 
the boat." 

Let her speak for herself: 
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San Diego Magazine: Among your better 
known works localJy are the 36 ·'Sonic Med
itations." What do you mean by meditations? 
Oliveros: I began work with long , slow feel
ings in sounds and about 1970 I started call
ing it "Sonic Meditations." At the time I 
was not connected with formal meditation. I 
just meant "to stay with something . " Even
tually I became aware there were other forms 
of meditation as the gurus began to anive in 
the West. My work has no co_nscious rela
tionship to these other than that they were 
occuning, but I try to stay in meditation as 
much as possible. For me that means to stay 
in touch with what I'm hearing, both in my 
imagination and with the data that's coming 
in. To just be aware of as much as possible . I 
don't say I succeed, but that's my intention . 

In 1958, a significant event occurred 
which changed my perception and I 've been 
doing a meditation ever since. I put a mi
crophone in my window and recorded the 
environment and played it back. What I 
discovered was that I wasn't really li stening 
to what the recorder was. So I said to myself, 
"Listen to everything all the time ." And I've 
been trying to do that ever since. 

SDM: How did the meditations come to 
you? 
Oliveros: The Sonic Meditations came from 

an inner need . If you think about the '60s for 
'a while, the Vietnam War was on, Martin 
Luther King and Robert Kennedy were as
sassinated, the students were in the activist 
mood. A student here had burned himself to 
death in Revelle Plaza in protest. I felt a need 
to do work to help. me cope with this 
atmosphere-a refuge. Also, I found it 
began to give . me insight into human rela
tionships , communicating. Not performing 
to be on di splay or be admired, which is a 
narrow form of communication, but to make 
sounds so you connect with someone else 
and share the energy. 
SDM: Critic Thomas Putnam of the Buffalo 
Courier-Express has said that you are a 
' 'great leveler in an age of musical speciali
zation ' ' and a ' 'musical spiritualist.'' 
Another writer , Craig Palmer, in an article 
for Coast FM and Fine Arts called you ''a 
people's composer, not a king 's." What do 
all these epithets mean? 
Oliveros: I'm not interested in that type of 
music which aims to entertain the aristoc
racy. I'm interested in music which sets 
processes in motion for spiritual connections 
between people , interactions. 

Just look at a conventional concert hall 
today with the people in tuxedos, long 
gowns, the whole atmosphere canied . forth 
from the times of Mozart and Haydn. There 
is that attitude of an elite performance taking 
place . I'm not comfortable in that atmo-

sphere. You can tell that by looking _at me, 
it's not my world. They don't play anything 
new, for one thing. Some people enjoy it, 
I'm sure. I don't want my view to sound like 
there's another kind of elitism going on. I 
want people to come as they are to my per
formances. I want it to be comfortable. I 
want it to be an atmosphere of communica
tion where people are turned towards each 
other and not an object . But I want to say 
this: I don't see my music as a replacement 
for other music. I see my music as part of the 
picture~ 

SDM: What do you mean, "spiritual con
nections between people?" 
Oliveros: Awareness of others, and respect. 
SDM: What is music, and what should it do? 
Oliveros: You can get a technical definition : 
Music is organized sound in relation to or
ganized attention. Philosophically, I think 
music should tune the soul, not merely enter
tain. And I might add that in the tuning proc
ess it might fail as an object of admiration 
which is a risk I'm willing to take. 
SDM: What do. you mean by ·'tune the 
soul?" 
Oliveros: The Sufis claim that the soul is 
music, that the only way the gods could get 
the soul into the body was to play music and 
lure it in that way. I don't want to say things 
that sound stupid, but traditionally music has 
been used as a bridge between human beings 
and the supernatural, the gods or whatever . It 
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seems natural that if it is possible to tune the 
s~ul to spiritual vibrations, then music is the 
way to do it. 
SDM: Spiritual vibrations? 
Oliveros: I think everything is living and vi
brating, and we can't perceive it all. Our five 
senses are too limited and it wouldn't neces
sarily be desirable. But one can develop a 
flexibility with different awarenesses, useful 
for both daily functioning and spiritual recep
tivity. I don't like the idea of hierarchy, im
plying that there is something better. It's just 
that there's more . 

Historically, one of the sources for this 
idea comes from Boethius, a Roman theorist 
who lived in the Justinian Empire between 
490-524 A.D. In Ruth Halle Rowen's book, 
Music Through Sources and Documents, 
Boethius discusses three kinds of music: the 
music of the spheres (the sound heavenly 
bodies make in their orbits), human music 
(uniting the soul with the rational parts of the 
person), and music which comes from in
struments. The first two types of music in
volve vibrations which can't be sensed with 
the human ear. They are above or below the 
range of hearing. 
SDM: So your music wants to sharpen 
people's awareness to a level of spiritual re
ceptivity? 
Oliveros: It wants to. I don't want to make 
any claims. 
SDM: The Hindu scriptures talk about God 

as being perceivable as the universal sound 
"Om,'' an all pervasive energy field, and 
they chant ·'Om'' and other mantras to raise 
their level of consciousness to where they 
can have an experience of God . You seem to 
be much more interested in the vibratory ex-. 
perience, shall we say, than in any dogmati
zation of what God is. 
Oliveros: I want to create something that can 
be experienced anti then you walk away 
without becoming a devotee. 
SDM: What is God to you? 
Oliveros: All of them. The primary spirit, 
the source from which all things come. I 
don't want anything to sound as though I'm 
some kind of high priest who has a truth that 
other people don't have. That's against my 
philosophy. 
SDM: You use ritualistic forms in your com
positions, which make me feel I have just 
been through some kind of special cere
mony. Could you discuss your use of ritual? 
Oliveros: There are a lot of definitions of 
ritual. In my case it has to do with state of 
mind and state of attention. Ritual means 
there is symbolic action. Ritual is to involve 
people, but also to carry symbolic messages, 
not just as sound itself. For example, a man
dala is the symbol of integration. It has that 
meaning universally. So when I seat per
formers that way-the simplest form being 
in a circle, but there are variations-they are 
making that statement for integration. 
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SDM: Integration of what? 
Oliveros: The mandala represents the sym
bolic side of human thought, a side that has 
been neglected and suppressed, and I'm try
ing to bring it back into balance with our 
linear thought processes, not to overcome, 
but to balance, because we want our full 
human potential. 
SDM: So this use of ceremony is a reaction 
to the modern world which lacks communal 
events in which peopfe can participate to
gether meaningfully? 
Oliveros: Going to work or going out to eat 
can be a ceremony, but part of the problem 
of our society is the non-<:onsciousness of 
actions, the possession of conflicting 
interests. 

(At this instant, a black crow flies up to a 
perch on the top of Mandeville Center.) 
Oliveros: There goes my crow. There are 
two who live on top of Muir College. It's one 
of my totems. The crow is a lively, intelli
gent creature-the only one who has man
aged to live with man and not be destroyed. 
It likes shiny objects and I'm always finding 
pennies, dimes and nickels, even in the 
streets of New York City. The crow is kind 
of a herald. I see it at interesting times. 
SDM: The cultural historian William Irwin 
Thompson has written about the bankruptcy 
of modem art as a reflection of what he calls 
the Age of Chaos. Thompson predicts that 
this will decay into what he calls the • 'new 
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music of the Age of Gods,'' which is ''not a 
horizontal progression of harmonies, but a 
vertical space of timbre'' where sound be
comes "a mandala, a hieroglyph." He also 
says: ··Most artists do not like this talk of 
gods for they have grown up on a fashionable 
cynicism which makes their own egos the 
most important part of the universe." Your 
music emphasizes meditative states, connect
ing themes, unity of experience. Would you 
say your work represents this "Age of 
Gods?'' 

quires in many cases is just the pe-ople
nothing more-the desire on the part of the 
people to share something together. 

which makes it understandable to you. A lot 
of it is not organized attention on a conscious 
level, but it is familiar to you and predicta
ble. So. suddenly you hear a new piece in an 
idiom that's removed from that style and you 
don't have the connections in your psyche 
for it, and you have to open yourself to a new 
state. How do you do it? You just have to let 
it be and let yourself be so you can eventu
ally use your analytical powers to figure out 
what's going on .. 

SDM: Your work is representative of what 
they call the "interdisciplinary" approach to 
art which is so popular here and in New 
York, the merging of forms in one \vork. 
Isn't it uncomfortable to step outside of your 
field of expertise, to risk failure? 

Oliveros: I'm trying to enter into a collab
oration with people. In the meditations, the 
instruments are simple, but the process is 
not. It's as difficult as playing a virtuoso 
piece, but yet it has a simplicity, an immedi
acy, so you can begin. But also what it does 
is to make music accessible to people who 
thought it wasn't. The Age of Chaos Thomp
son talks about is concerned with selling a · 
product, which may be the music or the per
sonality. The other is more concerned with 
the process. My attitude towards con
sumerism is that we're living in a house of 
cards. The results are beginning to come in. 
The energy crisis, gas shortage, nuclear plant 
incident, people injured in industrial acci
dents, all in the name of consumerism and 
greed. We live with a certain kind of con
venience but we pay very dearly for it in 
terms of life and health and peacefulness. 
My music is poor people's music. All it re-

Oliveros: I give myself that permission. I 
have to have it. I include visual elements in 
my work, but I haven't been trained as an 
artisL I include physical movements, and I 
haven't been trained as a dancer. But I take 
that chance. When you do something outside 
your discipline it is criticized as being naive, 
but then it turns out to be not so naive after 
all. Boundaries are crossed and re-crossed. 
The point is simply to overcome the fear of 
being an amateur-to give up expertise in 
order to get experience. 
SDM: Two hundred years after Mozart's 
death, he is still a favorite at most sym
phonies. Will it be another 200 years until 
people are listening en masse to your work? 
Oliveros: It takes time to build understand
ing of music. I dare say if you were an Aus
tralian aborigine who had practiced music 
since you were a child and you were con
fronted with a Mozart symphony, you would 
find it chaotic and vice versa. Music operates 
at deep levels. If you have learned to listen to 
Mozart it means you have had experience 

I really think the most important part of 
my work is to influence listening. In my own 
life, every time I compose a piece, it has to 
change me. My new piece, "EI Relicario de 
los Animates,'' is based on calling. Some
how I ·m beginning to hear the calls of ani
mals in a new way. It's sharpened my 
awareness. 
SDM: Chance plays an important part in 
your work doesn't it? 
Oliveros: That•s the most natural part of life. 
That's where we all come from. There are 
300-500 million sperm released to meet each 
egg, and only 300-400 eggs are released in a 
woman's fertile period out of the 400,000 the 
ovaries contain. and I resulted from that. I 
have a question: Those sperm who were 
swimming towards the egg that was me
were they in competition or were they col
laborating? 
SDM: Who do you admire? 
Oliveros: Them. (She gestures towards the 

passing students.) I was just watching the 
people go by as you were saying that. 

The Performance 
It is the evening of March 6, 1975. Pauline 
Oliveros is giving a performance of her new 
work, "Crow Two," composed for the open
ing of Mandeville Center at UCSD. The 
audience files into the hall filled with simu
lated moonlight. 

In the center of the performing area sits a 
70-year-old white-haired poetess, and at four 
points of the· compass forming a human 
mandala, four other women face her, two 
with white hair, two with black. Tnese are 
the Crow Mothers. Revolving around the 
Crow Poetess are the Mirror Me9itators, two 
people who face each other and mirror each 
other's movements, but must allow wh~tever 
movement occurs to be involuntary. This 
idea of totally spontaneous action is central 
to the musical form. 

The most powerful force are the seven 
drummers who must each perform basic 
single stroke rolls with alternating hands. 
This is not a difficult technique, but what 
makes it interesting is that the drummer must 
first imagine the roll, the rate, the quality of 
sound and its intensity and then-as Oliveros 
describes it, wait until his body performs it. 
.. The drummer initiates the action mentally, 
not physically," she says, "and the point is 
to keep the mental and the physical matching 

each other. Each drummer is independent, so 
it makes a beautiful texture of beats which 
wax and wane according to biological 
rhythms." 

On the outside of the circle are four 
players of the didjeridoo, an Australian 
eucalyptus branch buzz lip drone instrument. 
Finally, up in the ceiling of Mandeville 
Center on the catwalks are seven flute 
players entrusted with ''telepathic improvisa
tion." "The performers have to mentally 
hear a pitch and when they hear it, they have 
to make a decision," Oliveros explains. 
• 'The decision is: 'Am I sending or am I 
receiving?' If the answer is receiving. they 
play the tone, and if the answer is sending, 
they wait to see if they hear the note coming 
from another performer, meaning that some
body got the message and is playing it back. 

·'The audience is invited to participate in 
this by trying to influence the flute players. 
They can imagine a pitch to see if the flute 
players will play it-or sta~ it or stop it. This 
is a private activity, so nobody knows 
whether people in the audience are really 
communicating with the flute players or not, 
but it's possible." Oliveros goes on: ''Now, 
meditators are very often subjected to some 
kind of a test to see if they can really concen
trate. In this piece, there are three clowns · 
whose task is to attack the meditator
musicians in the mandala. There's only one ·: 
rule. The clowns can't threaten anybody 

physically, but they can approach people in 
any way to break their attention like by drop
ping boards, screaming, and one of them 
speaks in tongues. There's an element of 
risk, so that the whole piece can fall apart. 
This gives the work a tension which is resol
ved eventually. The clowns are attracted 
away by the crow calls and leave the 
meditator-musicians in peace, or pieces, ·as 
the case may be." 

Drums. The music· begins. Pounding 
primitive rhythms circle and build, the 
pitches of the flutes grow higher and higher, 
and beneath the incessant circling is a power
ful drone. There is the sense of mystery, like 
being lost on the prairie on a black night and 
stumbling int<:> an Indian enclave where a 
ceremony is in progress, capable of some
thing utterly unspeakable, and whether it is 
good or bad, you do not know. 

A terrifying scream fills the hall, chilling, 
destroying all complacency. Sticks seem to 
break, stones clap ominously, objects drop. 
everywhere there is clapping, stomping, in
cessant rhythms, laughs, cries. It is like 
being born or dying and impossible to say 
which. A shaman voice enters to explain it 
all,. but the words he utters are indeciphera
ble and in a strange language, ~o only the 
mystery rema~t:lP · Then gradually, merci
fully. it all falls away, like the ending of a 
dream. A profound stillness. And then, 
thunderous applause.# 


